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Abstract

This paper uses results obtained from a prototype-scale experiment (Barrier Dynamics Experiment; BARDEX) undertaken in the Delta flume, the Netherlands, to investigate overwash hydraulics and morphodynamics of a prototype gravel barrier. Gravel barrier behaviour depends upon a number of factors, including sediment properties (porosity, permeability, grain-size) and wave climate. Since overwash processes are known to control short-term gravel barrier dynamics and long-term barrier migration, a detailed quantification of overwash flow properties and induced bed-changes is crucial. Overwash hydrodynamics of the prototype gravel barrier focused on the flow velocity, depth and discharge over the barrier crest, and the overwash flow progression across and the infiltration through the barrier. During the BARDEX experiment, overwash peak depth (0.77 m), velocity (5 m s⁻¹) and discharge (max. 6 m³ m⁻¹) were high, especially considering the
relatively modest wave energy (significant wave height = 0.8 m). Conversely to schemes found in the literature, average flow depth did not linearly decrease across the barrier; rather, it was characterised by a sudden decrease at the crest, a milder decrease at the barrier top and then propagation as a shallow water lens over the backbarrier. The barrier morphological evolution was analysed over a series of 15-min experimental runs and at the timescale of individual overwash events. Overall, the morphological variation did not result from an accumulation of many small consistently erosive or accretionary events, but rather the mean bed elevation change per event was quite large (10 mm) and the overall morphology change occurred due to a small imbalance in the number of erosive and accretionary events at each location. Two relationships between overwash hydrodynamic variables were deduced from results: (1) between overwash flow depth and velocity a power-type relation was obtained; and (2) a linear relation was observed between overwash flow depth and maximum overwash intrusion distance across the barrier top (i.e. overwash intrusion). Findings from this study are useful to enhance the knowledge of overwash processes and also have practical applications. On the one hand, results shown here can be use for the validation of overwash predictive models, and additionally, the simple empirical relations deduced from the dataset can be used by coastal managers to estimate overwash intrusion distance, which in turn can assist in the location of areas under risk of overwash and breaching.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gravel beaches are widespread on the wave-dominated coastlines of Northern Europe, Canada, USA, Japan, New Zealand and Latin America (Buscombe and Masselink, 2006), and develop in a variety of settings where sediment supply and wave energy favour the accumulation of coarse sediments in the shore zone (Orford et al., 2002). Overwash plays an important role in the evolution of gravel barrier beaches causing them to migrate inland over time by the ‘rollover’ mechanism (e.g., Orford and Carter, 1982; Carter and Orford, 1993). This mechanism involves onshore-directed sediment transport driven by storm waves through erosion from the front of the barrier, transfer across the barrier crest and deposition at the back of the barrier in the form of washover deposits. By controlling the rate and spatial pattern of gravel barrier rollover, storm waves have been regarded as driving short-term (annual to decadal) gravel barrier migration (Orford et al., 1995). Overwash can also contribute to other patterns of gravel barrier evolution, such as breaching (Bray and Duane, 2001), barrier breakdown (Pye and Blott, 2009), outlet formation (Hart, 2007) and outlet closure (Orford et al., 1988).

Despite the importance of overwash in determining the dynamic behaviour of gravel beaches, field measurements of overwash are scarce. Important field studies on this subject are reported by Orford et al. (1999), Lorang (2002), Orford et al. (2003) and Bradbury et al. (2005), and in the laboratory by Obhrai et al. (2008). Overwash mainly occurs during storms and accurate field measurements are therefore hazardous and difficult to obtain. Overwash sediment transport in sandy beaches has been measured using pre- and post-storm surveys (e.g., Guillén et al., 1994; Stone et al., 2004), and evaluated with ground photographs and vertical or
oblique aerial photographs (e.g., Rodríguez et al., 1994; Cleary et al., 2001). In-situ measurements of gravel barrier overwash sediment transport are very hard to obtain, and are potentially hazardous to people and equipment. Therefore, large-scale flume experiments can provide a valuable complement to field datasets. Although many laboratory experiments have been conducted of sediment transport in the swash or surf zone, only a handful of experiments on overwash have been conducted (Hancock and Kobayashi, 1994; Obhrai et al., 2008; Donnelly, 2008, Alessandro et al., 2010; Kobayashi et al., 2010; Park and Edge, 2010; Figlus et al., 2011), including the Barrier Dynamics Experiment (BARDEX) reported here (Williams et al., 2012). During BARDEX, overwash was simulated with waves that reached 1.0 m at breaking (Matias et al., 2012) and thus were significantly larger than those used in previous laboratory experiments, where wave heights were 0.14–0.33 m. Details about overwash thresholds based on the BARDEX experiment can be found in Matias et al. (2012).

In this work, the overwash simulations completed in Test Series E of the BARDEX experiment (Williams et al., 2012; Matias et al., 2012) are described. Results are presented from two perspectives: (1) the Eulerian perspective where overwash hydraulic variables and associated morphological changes are measured at the barrier crest, which represents the location that defines the transformation from swash to overwash; and (2) the Lagrangian perspective where high-intensity overwash flows and barrier properties are measured across the barrier. To collect data on overwash characteristics and bed changes, a large array of acoustic bed-level-sensors was deployed to collect bed/water surface elevation data at 4 Hz (cf., Turner et al., 2008). The obtained high-frequency data allowed overwash to be analysed on an event-by-event scale to provide valuable insight into overwash
behaviour over a gravel barrier. The primary objectives of this paper are to: (1) provide a data-set of overwash hydraulics on gravel barriers; (2) improve and develop empirical relations between key parameters of overwash flow; and (3) gain insight about how overwash evolves across the backbarrier.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS

Experiments to study gravel barrier overwash were undertaken at proto-type scale in the Delta Flume (The Netherlands) during the BARDEX project (Williams et al., 2012). A gravel barrier (35 m long, 5 m wide and 4 m high) composed of sub-rounded gravel ($D = 11$ mm) was constructed in the flume with the mid-barrier crest located at a distance of 95 m from the wave paddle (Figure 1). The beach profile used at the BARDEX experiment was loosely based on Slapton Sands, Devon, England (Austin and Masselink, 2006).

Overwash was studied by exposing the barrier to variable wave and water-level ($h_s$) conditions (Test Series E1 to E10; cf. Matias et al., 2012); however, for the purpose of this study, only Test Series E10 will be considered because only during this series did frequent backbarrier overwash occur. Test series E10 consisted of eleven 15-min runs in which the water level ($h_s = 3.75$ m), peak wave period ($T_p = 8$ s), significant wave height ($H_s = 0.8$ m) and wave sequence were kept constant to study the behaviour of the barrier under fully-developed overwash conditions. All wave conditions conformed to a JONSWAP spectrum, specified by $H_s$ and $T_p$.

Barrier morphology was surveyed before and after each run using a roller and actuator which followed the bed profile from an overhead carriage (Figure 1d). The sub-aerial barrier was monitored continuously at 4 Hz using acoustic bed-level
sensors (BLS) deployed at 0.5-m spacing (Figure 1e) and approximately 1 m above the bed. These sensors are described in detail in Turner et al. (2008) and were also used by Masselink and Turner (2012) to investigate swash dynamics during BARDEX non-overwash runs. When mounted perpendicular to the bed, the sensors use the time of flight of the reflected signal to obtain non-intrusive Eulerian measurements, with an accuracy of c. 1 mm of the vertical distance to the closest target: the sand level when the bed is “dry”, and the water level when the bed is submerged (Blenkinsopp et al., 2011). A more detailed analysis of BLS data was undertaken for Test Series E10A, E10B and E10C because during those series full overwash and significant deposition occurred on the sub-aerial back-barrier where the BLS were located.

In this study, an overwash event is defined as a single passage of water above the barrier crest; therefore, during the test runs a number of overwash events are recorded at each BLS position. BLS records were pre-processed to separate overwash events and bed-level events, which are measured by the variation in bed elevation before and after the overwash event. For all BLS positioned landward of the beach (BLS32 to BLS 44; Figure 1), every overwash event was identified and isolated. For each overwash event, maximum and average depth, skewness of the water depth distribution and duration of the event were computed.

Based on various morphologic and hydrodynamic parameters, Matias et al. (2012) defined the Overwash Potential ($OP$, equation 1) as a parameter for quantifying the likelihood of overwash, as well as providing an estimate of the overwash water level relative to the barrier crest elevation:
\[ \text{OP} = [1.1 \cdot (0.35 \cdot \tan \beta \cdot (H_0L_0)^{0.5} + (H_0L_0(0.563(\tan \beta)^2 + 0.004))^{0.5}/2))] + \eta - h_c \]

where \( \tan \beta \) is beach slope, \( H_0 \) is offshore wave height, \( L_0 \) is the offshore wave length, \( \eta \) is the sea level, including astronomical tides and storm surge, and \( h_c \) is the barrier crest elevation. The first term of the equation (in square brackets) is the 2% exceedence for the vertical runup predicted by Stockdon et al. (2006). The position and elevation of the barrier crest were determined at the end of the runs, whereby the crest was defined as the location of the profile with the maximum elevation. Beach slope was calculated for the barrier section between mean water level and the top of the beach, where a break in slope was typically observed.

Overwash velocity was calculated following two methods: leading edge and continuity. The leading edge velocity represents the velocity obtained using the time delay between the leading edge of the overwash water between two BLS positions. Because overwash leading edge velocities can be very fast (> 5 m s\(^{-1}\); Matias et al., 2010) and the BLS sensors record at 4 Hz and are spaced at 0.5 m, the leading edge of the overwash often arrives at two successive BLS positions at the same time. Therefore, the leading edge velocity at the crest was computed between BLS30 and BLS33 (before and after the crest position, 1.5 m apart; Figure 1) to obtain an average value for the barrier crest area. The second methodological adjustment is the use of the interpolated timing of water depth = 0.02 m. The definition of 2 cm as the leading edge is somewhat arbitrary; however, this water depth has been used in coastal engineering applications (e.g., Pullen et al., 2007).

Alternative measurements of the velocity close to the overwash leading edge were obtained using the volume continuity method described in Blenkinsopp et al.
In brief, this technique computes a depth-averaged flow velocity based on the local depth and the rate of change of flow volume landward of the point of interest. Obtaining Eulerian estimates of the depth-averaged flow velocity throughout the duration of each overwash event using continuity requires the assumption that there is no infiltration into the bed. This assumption is clearly invalid when considering a gravel barrier beach and as such the technique has only been used to obtain initial flow velocities immediately after arrival of the overwash leading edge when infiltration is expected to be limited.

The maximum distance across the barrier top and backbarrier that overwash water reaches inland is here termed overwash intrusion, and was calculated for every overwash event. Exact overwash intrusion is impossible to measure with sensors at discrete locations, as intrusion is likely to be located somewhere between two consecutive BLS. Therefore, intrusion was interpolated using the overwash depth progression over the last two sensors. The distribution of overwash intrusions is truncated by the backbarrier lagoon and the maximum distance is 9.8 m.

Overwash discharge was computed for all overwash events using the average depth and the depth-averaged velocity, derived using the continuity velocity method, for each BLS position. The infiltration volume was computed by subtracting the discharge volumes between two consecutive sensor positions.

3. MORPHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

During Test Series E10 the morphological changes of the cross-shore profile were similar (Figure 1e). The beach was eroded and became flatter, while the barrier
elevation of the crest decreased and its position migrated lagoonalward. The barrier eroded on the seaward side and accreted on the lagoonal side, and the steep rear-side of the barrier was displaced lagoonalward. Thus, during overwash the sediment was eroded from the seaward side of the barrier, transported to the back-barrier region and was deposited both in the sub-aerial and submerged part of the barrier lagoon margin. These deposits created back-barrier slope instabilities which periodically failed and avalanched down the submerged rear-side of the barrier forming a steep prograding surface approximately parallel to the original slope. This test demonstrated the importance of the lagoon water level in controlling the geometry of the back-barrier deposit, particularly at the interception between the subaerial backbarrier deposits and below the lagoon water level. The rate of barrier lowering and widening was relatively constant (c. 7 mm min\(^{-1}\)) during Test Series E10 (Figure 1e) and the average sediment transport rate across the barrier crest was 0.1 m\(^3\)m\(^{-1}\)min\(^{-1}\). The volume of sediment transported over the barrier crest was similar for all runs (between 1.1 and 1.8 m\(^3\)m\(^{-1}\), with an average of 1.3 m\(^3\) m\(^{-1}\)). By the end of Test Series E10, the volume of the washover deposit had increased by 13 m\(^3\) m\(^{-1}\). Approximately 68% of the washover sediment originated from the beachface, with the remaining 32% coming from sediments in the crest region that were deposited by overwash in the earlier test stages of Test Series E10.

Despite hydrodynamic conditions being kept the same, overwash during Test series E10 resulted in a progressive reduction of the barrier crest height, which in turn, increased the likelihood of overwash. This can be summarized in a variation of the Overwash Potential (OP, equation 1, Table 1) which is defined as the
difference between the runup elevation and the barrier crest elevation. At the
beginning of Test Series E10, OP = 0.75 m, but a decrease to 0.56 m was noticed on
the second run because of a significant reduction in beach slope (from 0.20 to 0.16,
Table 1), thus reducing the elevation of wave runup. This beach slope variation
acts as a negative feedback process by which the variation in beach slope retards
the occurrence of overwash. However, as the barrier crest height reduces, and the
beach slope compensation is insufficient, OP increases (from 0.56 m in E10B to
0.63 m in E10D to 0.71 m in E10G, Table 1). During Test Series E10, overwash
frequency progressively increased due to positive feedback, driven by barrier crest
lowering, until the barrier became permanently inundated and the experiment was
terminated. Although a corresponding increase in sediment transport would be
expected during barrier crest lowering, the rate of morphological change did not
increase (Figure 1e). This is attributed to increased dissipation of overwash flow
on the flatter back-barrier, promoting deposition, and a reduction in the beachface
gradient, enhancing wave dissipation at the front of the barrier.

During the latter runs of the E10 test series, the barrier crest was almost
continuously submerged and the backbarrier displaced lagoonward, in part
beyond the furthest BLS (BLS 45, Figure 1e). Therefore, a more detailed analysis of
overwash dynamics was only possible for the earlier runs, and only runs E10A,
E10B and E10C are discussed hereafter.

4. OVERWASH OF THE CREST FROM AN EULERIAN PERSPECTIVE

4.1. Overwash frequency and depth
Figure 2 shows time series of overwash during runs E10A – E10C. Note that due to the identical wave forcing for each of the test runs, the overwash sequence also looks very similar (refer to the pause in overwash towards the end of the test around 17:11). During runs E10A, E10B and E10C, 53, 53 and 62 overwash events were measured, respectively. Therefore, mean overwash frequency was 0.06 Hz, 0.06 Hz and 0.07 Hz, for E10A, E10B and E10C, respectively, which corresponds to a mean overwash period between 14 and 17 s. During Test Series E10 the waves had a significant wave height of 0.8 m and peak period of 8 s; therefore, approximately 50% of waves generated overwash flows. The average duration of overwash events over the barrier crest was between 3.3 s and 3.5 s, with longer overwash durations at the crest generally coinciding with the deeper flows.

Nevertheless, the longest overwash over the crest lasted for 6.75 s, but its maximum water depth over the crest was only 26 cm. This was one of the few situations where two swash events interacted to produce a single, double-peaked overwash. Maximum overwash depth over the crest was 77 cm (Table 2), recorded during E10C, while average overwash depth was only about 10 cm, for all runs.

Generally, overwash events are characterised by a peak in the water depth closely following arrival of the leading edge, followed by a long shallow ‘tail’ (see overwash 13 in Figure 3, as an example). The positive skewness of the overwash depth distribution of 0.5 and 0.3 during runs E10A and E10B (Table 2) reflects this shape. The more symmetrical overwash depth distributions during run E10C, characterised by a skewness of only -0.04, is ascribed to the lower barrier crest causing the overwash events to be more resemblance of propagating waves.

In the absence of field measurements, one way to infer overwash depth is through the Overwash Potential (\(OP\); Table 1). For runs E10A, E10B, and E10C, the
calculated values of $OP$ were 0.75 m, 0.56 m, and 0.59 m, respectively. The same
statistics were applied to overwash depth to compute the 2% exceedance
overwash peak depth ($h_{2\%}$). For E10A, E10B, E10C $h_{2\%}$ was 0.60 m, 0.68 m, and
0.59 m, respectively. Although some non-systematic differences are noticed
between $OP$ estimates and depth measurements, the range of values is close (60-
70 cm), which implies that $OP$ can provide rough estimates of maximum overwash
depth at the crest.

4.2. Overwash velocity

Overwash velocities over the crest were computed using both the continuity of
flow volume method (referred to as ‘continuity velocities’) and the leading edge
method (referred to as ‘leading edge velocities’). Calculated velocities compare
fairly well in general; however, maximum continuity velocity was 5 m s$^{-1}$, whereas
leading edge velocity can have extremely high velocities that can attain up to 10
m s$^{-1}$ (Figure 4). Mean continuity velocities are also smaller (2.6 m s$^{-1}$, 2.7 m s$^{-1}$, and
2.5 m s$^{-1}$, for E10A, E10B, and E10C, respectively) than mean leading edge
velocities (3.0 m s$^{-1}$, 3.6 m s$^{-1}$, and 3.0 m s$^{-1}$, for E10A, E10B, and E10C, respectively).
The average difference between the velocities computed with both methods is
acceptable (0.5 m s$^{-1}$); however, individual differences can be much higher (>6 m s$^{-1}$;
Figure 4). On the one hand, the leading edge method is more easily applicable as
it can be applied using remote sensing techniques such as video; however,
velocities as high as 10 m s$^{-1}$ are only representative of the leading edge of the
moving water, which is moving faster than the fluid behind it (as it has been
considered for swash movement, e.g., Shen and Meyer, 1963). Accordingly, leading
edge velocities are not considered adequate for the computation of other variables such as overwash discharge and infiltration rate. The reason that these velocities are very different is related to the specific nature of water passage over the crest of steep beaches, which are similar to seawalls. For coastal engineering purposes, the way water overtops coastal structures is defined as either ‘white water’ or ‘green water’ (Pullen et al., 2007). In the ‘green water’ overtopping case there is a continuous sheet of water passing over the crest; in cases where the structures are vertical, the wave may impact against the wall and send a vertical plume of water against the crest (Pullen et al., 2007). In the case of gravel barriers, the beach slope is very steep and the visual observation of overtopping at the crest is such that the water is projected as a mixture of ‘green water’ and ‘white water’. This was also observed in the field by Lorang (2002). Accordingly, the leading edge reaches several measurement points almost simultaneously, which results in extremely high leading edge velocities. However, the continuity method integrates the entire water column passing below each sensor, and therefore minimizes the ‘white water’ effect. Finally, one factor that should be taken into account is the equipment sampling frequency. This effect was somewhat minimized by methodological adjustments, but still the slow sampling rate may have contributed to some inaccuracy in this method.

BARDEX overwash average velocities at the crest were generally of the same order of magnitude as overwash velocity on sandy barriers (around 2 ms\(^{-1}\)) obtained from the literature regardless of the different methods used and the diverse geographical and oceanographic conditions. Leatherman (1977) obtained a mean overwash flow velocity of 1.95 ms\(^{-1}\) in Assateague Island (U.S.A.); Leatherman and Zaremba (1987) measured 0.5–2.0 ms\(^{-1}\) overwash flow velocities at Nauset Spit.
(U.S.A.); a maximum of 1.5 m$^{-1}$ was the overwash flow through the Trabucador Bar (Spain; Guillén et al., 1994); mean velocities of 2.0 m$^{-1}$ were obtained by Holland et al. (1991) at the Isles Dernieres (U.S.A.); Bray and Carter (1992) measured overwash flow velocities between 1 and 3 m$^{-1}$ at a barrier in Lake Erie (U.S.A.); and Matias et al. (2010) measured average velocities of 2.2–2.3 m$^{-1}$ for non-storm overwash on Barreta Island (Portugal). As for experimental studies in flumes, several overwash experiments have been undertaken (e.g., Hancock and Kobayashi, 1994; Bradbury and Powell, 1992; Baldock et al., 2005; Alessandro et al., 2010; Tinh et al., 2010), but published overwash velocities at crest are limited. Srinivas et al. (1992) measured 0.8–1.2 m$^{-1}$ overwash velocity over a sandy barrier; Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci (2005) measured up to 0.7 m$^{-1}$ overtopping velocity over an impermeable dike; and Donnelly (2008) measured bore front velocities smaller than 1.5 m$^{-1}$ on a sandy barrier. BARDEX maximum overwash velocities (up to 5 m$^{-1}$ with continuity method and 10 m$^{-1}$ with leading edge method) are significantly higher than those found in the literature for both laboratory and field experiments. There have been measures of tsunami inundation velocities reaching 8 to 11 m$^{-1}$ but those were from much deeper flows (e.g. Matsutomi et al., 2010, Jaffe et al., 2011). The maximum leading edge velocity measured by Holland et al. (1991) was 2.9 m$^{-1}$ whereas by Matias et al. (2010) recorded velocities up to 5.7 m$^{-1}$. There are a number of potential explanations for this, including differences in the barrier geometry, wave and water level conditions, methods of data collection and barrier sediments (i.e., sand versus gravel). Probably one of the most important factors is the BARDEX beach steepness and the narrowness of the barrier which promote the occurrence of very energetic swash and overwash.
About 95% of all overwash events measured during the BARDEX experiment (168 events) were supercritical flows with average Froude number of 2. These data also showed that there is a relation between leading edge velocity and depth at crest (Figure 5). This relation can be described in two forms: analytical and empirical. The analytical form uses a classical dam break equation, which has also been used for the tip of bores in the swash zone (e.g., Jiang et al., 2010):

$$u_{crest} = 2 \left( gh_c \right)^{0.5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $u_{crest}$ is the overwash leading edge velocity (m s$^{-1}$), $g$ is acceleration due to gravity (m s$^{-2}$) and $h_c$ is the overwash water depth (m). Additionally, empirical forms of equation 2 based on laboratory or field data are available. For example, Holland et al. (1991) used field data from video to obtain an empirical expression to relate overwash depth and velocity:

$$u_{crest} = 2.6 \left( gh_c \right)^{0.5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A similar result was obtained by Donnelly (2008) using laboratory and field data (including Holland et al., 1991):

$$u_{crest} = 1.53 \left( gh_c \right)^{0.5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The same type of power fitting model was applied to BARDEX data, and a relation was obtained (Figure 5a):

$$u_{crest} = 2.35 \left( gh_c \right)^{0.5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The curve adjustment using equation 5 had $R^2 = 0.52$ and RMSE = 1.32 ms$^{-1}$. The constant of proportionality varies between the equations, with the coefficient obtained using BARDEX data (2.35; equation 5) comparable to the result of Holland et al. (2.6; equation 3) and the analytical approach (2; equation 2).
same approach was used to analyse the relation between depth and velocity, but using the velocity obtained with the continuity method (Figure 5b). The obtained coefficient was smaller (1.86), closer to the one obtained by Donnelly (1.53; equation 4). It should be pointed out that differences between coefficients are expected as BARDEX experimental data covers a wider range of overwash leading edge velocities (Figure 5) than other data-sets, but overwash depths were always shallower than 0.8 m (Figure 2).

4.3. Overwash discharge

For the computation of overwash discharge over the crest, the depth-averaged velocities (continuity velocities) were deemed more suitable, as explained previously. The majority of individual overwash discharges recorded in all runs were < 2 m$^3$m$^{-1}$, but maximum individual overwash discharge was about 6 m$^3$m$^{-1}$ (Figure 6). The average individual discharge rate computed over the duration of the 15-min test runs was very similar for all three runs: 0.31 m$^3$m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, 0.35 m$^3$m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and 0.31 m$^3$m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. Overall, the total overwash discharge into the lagoon during the 15-min runs E10A, E10B and E10C was 55 m$^3$m$^{-1}$, 62 m$^3$m$^{-1}$ and 67 m$^3$m$^{-1}$, respectively. The increased discharge from E10A to E10C is in line with the increase in overwash potential related to crest lowering discussed previously, and an associated increase in total overwash duration from 177 seconds of overwash over the barrier crest in E10A to 215 seconds in E10C.

BARDEX overwash discharges over the barrier crest are high when compared to safety standards for coastal engineering structures (e.g., Pullen et al., 2007). With overtopping/overwash water discharge over the crest of a structure/barrier
higher than 0.05 m$^3$m$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ or a single overtop volume of water higher than 1 m$^3$m$^{-1}$, no pedestrians or vehicles would safely pass behind the barrier, even at low speed. A relatively low wave energy was simulated during Test Series E10 of BARDEX experiment ($H_s = 0.8$ m), when compared with wave energy during overwash of gravel barriers, when storm wave height may be 3.5 m (Hurst Spit, U.K., Bradbury and Powell, 1992), 3.5 m (Carnsore, Ireland, Orford and Carter, 1984), 4 m (Rialto Beach, U.S.A., McKay and Terich, 1992), 4 m (Slapton Sands, U.K., Alegria-Arzaburu and Masselink, 2010), 5 m (Porlock Barrier, U.K., Orford et al., 2003), 6.5 m (Chesil Beach, U.K., May and Hansom, 2003). Assuming that equations 2 to 5 are valid approaches, then overwash velocity at crest is solely dependent on the overwash depth, and therefore $OP$ at the crest. In nature, barrier crest elevation is defined by the distribution of wave runup as a function of breaker height, beach slope and bed roughness (Orford et al., 2002). Barrier elevation also reflects a balance between runup sufficient to deposit material at the beach crest (overtop) and runup sufficient to exceed the crest and move sediments onto the backbarrier slope (overwash). The combination that is required to produce positive values of $OP$s is therefore site-specific, requiring either a low-lying barrier with moderate wave energy at one end of the scale, or a high-elevation barrier during extreme storms, at the other. For both situations, individual overwash discharges may be similar to the ones measured during the BARDEX experiments given that $OP$ values are similar. However, overwash frequency during the event may be different as it is also related to wave period, and therefore the total volume of water that passes the barrier crest during the whole overwash event may vary greatly.
5. OVERWASH FROM A LAGRANGIAN PERSPECTIVE

5.1. Overwash depth across the barrier

Overwash depth across the barrier varied significantly, both within each overwash event and from one event to another. Maximum depths were recorded at the barrier crest, but the depth decrease across the backbarrier varied from event to event. As an example, Figure 3 shows overwash events 12, 13 and 14 at the backbarrier, during E10B. The three events had similar durations over the crest, (4.00 s to 4.25 s), but event 13 was clearly the largest, with 46 cm water depth at the crest. Events 12 and 14 had depths of 19 cm and 18 cm at the crest, respectively. Event 12 reached the lagoon, but event 14 did not. Overwash velocities at the crest for events 12 and 14 were 3.2 m s\(^{-1}\) and 3.0 m s\(^{-1}\), respectively. Therefore, the overwash progression at the backbarrier is sensitive to small variations in the combination of hydrodynamic and morphological factors at the crest. This includes variations in sediment properties across the backbarrier that influence the infiltration rate, and therefore the progression into the lagoon.

Considering all overwash events from the three runs (E10A, B and C), the peak average depth over the crest is 21 cm, at the backbarrier slope break is 12 cm, and at the steep slope, before the lagoon, is 9 cm. To gain a more integrated perspective of the overwash at the backbarrier, an average overwash peak depth profile was produced (Figure 7a). Only overwash events that reach the lagoon were used for this profile, so that there is a depth record for all sensors. Overwash flow across the barrier can be divided into 3 sections: at the crest, barrier top and backbarrier steep slope. At the barrier crest there is a sudden 50% decrease in flow depth (37
cm to 19 cm) within the first 1 m (see also Figure 3, event 13) as the flow progresses over the back of the crest and infiltrates into the bed. Over the first 3 m of the barrier top (from \( x = 94 \) m to 97 m, Figure 7a), mean overwash depth decreases to 12 cm, but across the whole steep backbarrier slope the water depth profile is almost parallel to the barrier profile, with a depth of approximately 10 cm (Figure 7a).

The average overwash flow across the barrier at BARDEX is different from water progression schemes used for overtopping and overwash modelling as shown in Figure 7b (e.g., Schuttrumpf and Oumeraci, 2005). In these simplifications only two sections are generally identified (Schuttrumpf and Oumeraci, 2005; Pullen et al., 2007) and sometimes only one (Nguyen et al., 2006). In these simplified geometric shapes there is no such sharp decrease in flow depth at the crest and also there is a steady depth decrease across the backbarrier.

In the case of overtopping of coastal structures, where the profile is artificially built and the bed is impermeable or consists of large blocks, the overwash profile is different from that recorded during BARDEX. Even in the case of natural gravel barriers, there is a variety of profile morphologies, dimensions, wave exposure, etc. The beach profile used at the BARDEX experiment was based on Slapton Sands, Devon, England (Austin and Masselink, 2006). Many gravel barriers are also narrow with a steep backbarrier (Figure 8), such as Dunwich-Walberswick barrier, Suffolk coast, U.K. (Pye and Blott, 2009) or Miseners Long Beach, Nova Scotia, Canada (Taylor et al., 1997), but others are wider and flatter such as Tacumshin barrier, southeast coast, Ireland (Orford et al., 1988). The average overwash profile measured during BARDEX is not representative of all overwash hydraulic
characteristics of all gravel barriers, but it is probably closer to real situations than
the simplified schemes from the coastal engineering literature. Probably, wider
gravel barriers would have even more or different overwash sections than those
identified in the BARDEX case, for example pouding in small depressions, or
alongshore-directed flow sections induced by irregularities and obstacles on the
barrier top morphology.

5.2. Overwash intrusion

The intrusion distance of overwash events beyond the barrier crest was variable
between 0.5 m and 9.8 m, when it reached the lagoon water. The longest overwash
events were those with greater depths over the crest; conversely, limited intrusion
overwash reaches the crest with shallow depths (Figure 9). Discounting those
events which reached the lagoon there is a linear relation between overwash depth
at the crest and the intrusion distance (Figure 9). The relation is expressed by:

\[ h_c = 0.03 \ i \] (6)

where \( h_c \) = water depth at the crest and \( i \) = intrusion distance in relation to crest.
The adjustment expressed in equation 6 has a \( R^2 = 0.65 \) and a RMSE = 0.05 m, and
does not use data from events which reached the lagoon when the intrusion
distance > 9.8 m. This relation is useful for coastal management since it provides
an estimate of where the overwash may reach inland, and therefore the likely
hazard areas. Note that this relation assumes a backbarrier without obstacles,
depressions (wet or dry), etc, and is probably sensitive to morphology and
sediment grain-size and packing variations. As mentioned earlier, the gravel
barrier shape is variable (Figure 8) which influences the intrusion. The distance to
the lagoon is certainly one of the most important limiting factors, but also the
backbarrier slope, the width of the barrier top, the barrier grain-size and sorting,
and the degree of saturation or depth to water table. The influence of these and
other variables cannot be determined solely with data from the BARDEX
experiment. Future research efforts should focus on providing complimentary data
on different barriers.

Intrusion is one of the most important parameters for coastal zone management,
particularly in locations with human development on the coast. The safety
standards on the coast curtail urban development to beyond maximum overwash
intrusion distance for storm conditions of a given return period. Therefore, the
availability of a simple and reliable intrusion predictor is significant. Management
plans often rely on simple predictive tools rather than sophisticated methods, and
the relation obtained here may move us a step further in this research.

5.3. Overwash infiltration

An assessment of the volume of water infiltrating into the back-barrier was
obtained by computing the flow volume passing BLS 32 to 45 (Figure 1) during
each overwash event, and assuming that any difference in flow volume between
adjacent sensors must have been lost due to infiltration into the barrier. Figure 10
shows the variation of the total overwash volume per event with cross-shore
location on the back-barrier for the 53 overwash events observed during run
E10B. It is observed that for all events, the measured volume decreases in an
approximately linear manner with distance landward of the barrier crest. This observation implies that the rate of volume loss within each event is approximately constant as the overwash flows propagate over the back-barrier, though there is some evidence that the rate of volume loss decreases slightly with the flow depth. Assuming a constant rate of volume loss during each event, but a different rate between different events, Figure 11 displays the mean flow volume lost through the barrier during each overwash event per metre length of back-barrier as a function of the peak overwash depth at the barrier crest (BLS32). It is observed that between 0.046 and 0.865 m$^3$m$^{-1}$ width of flow volume is lost per metre of barrier and the volume lost increases strongly with increasing overwash depth. This result is explained by the fact that infiltration rates into the barrier will increase as the head of water increases.

5.4. Overwash-induced bed changes across the barrier

Using data from bed-level sensors (BLS), an event-by-event analysis of local bed level changes is possible. It is acknowledged that sediment flux per event is a more appropriate measure of sediment transport per overwash (Blenkinsopp et al., 2011); however, as overwash events cause sediment to be transported into the lagoon where it cannot be measured by the BLS, such estimates were not possible. There are three main areas of sub-aerial barrier changes due to overwash, each represented in the following description by changes recorded by particular bed-level sensors: the crest (BLS 32; Figure 1), the barrier top (BLS 38) and the backbarrier region before the lagoon (BLS 42). Figure 12a shows the cumulative bed-level variation throughout E10A until E10C for the three selected locations. As
mentioned, BLS32 and BLS38 sites experienced net erosion (26 cm and 14 cm, respectively) and BLS 42 experienced net accretion (11 cm) and was also characterised by the largest individual bed level changes (Figure 12b). However, it is noted that the bed variations induced by the overwash flows were not always in the same direction for each site; rather, a high number of very small positive or negative bed changes were recorded, mostly in the range ±2 cm (Figure 12b). These positive (accretion) and negative (erosion) changes tended to almost balance out over the duration of each test leading to extremely small average bed changes per overwash event given the roughness of gravel bed: -1.6 mm, -1.5 mm, and 1.9 mm, respectively for BLS32, BLS38, and BLS42. Surprisingly, the landward site (BLS42) recorded the highest positive and negative changes per event, despite the fact that overwash flow velocities were smallest at this location (Figure 12d). According to data presented in this study, there is no apparent direct relationship between the overwash flow velocity and the magnitude of local morphological change (Figure 12c). Overall erosion at BLS32 and BLS38 occurred due to a slightly higher number of erosive than accretionary events (Figure 12b). For the three analysed cross-shore locations, the average positive and negative bed level changes were almost equal, i.e. for BLS32 the average accretionary overwash promoted an 8 mm bed raise while the average erosive overwash promoted an 8 mm bed lowering. For BLS 38, average accretion and erosion were 7 mm and 8 mm, respectively; and for BLS42, average accretion and erosion were 20 mm and 25 mm respectively. Therefore, the overall morphological variation at each location is mostly dependent on the number of events that promote erosion/accretion. For BLS32 and BLS38, 57% of events promoted erosion leading
to an overall lowering of the bed at these locations, whereas for BLS42, 59% of events caused increases in bed elevation leading to net accretion.

Results from the event-by-event analysis reveal that net morphological changes result from slight variations in the proportion of accretionary and erosive events, since mean changes per event are very similar. This is probably because at the barrier top (where sensors 32 to 42 are located, Figure 1) the sediments are in a section of their total transport path from the beach to the distal backbarrier. For each overwash event, there is an almost even balance of sediments arriving and leaving that position, i.e. at each location the amount of sediment arriving due to the incoming flow is only slightly different from the amount of sediment leaving due to the outgoing flow. Figure 1e indicates how regular this process is, with similar total changes over the barrier as a whole occurring during each of runs E10A, E10B and E10C. It is suggested that the more energetic overwash flows transport a relatively large amount of sediment to each location, but simultaneously erode more sediment from that site, and vice-versa, indicating why bed changes appear to be independent from overwash velocity.

From the results presented here, it seems that prediction of bed changes at each location cannot be done in a deterministic way, since similar flows promote different bed variations. Rather, the overall morphological variation result from a slight imbalance balance between the percentages of erosive/accretionary events, i.e. net accretion/erosion occurs when more than 50% of overwash flows induce erosive/accretionary bed changes. Therefore, an important factor to predict morphological changes is the correct location of the nodal point, seaward of which flows have an erosive balance and landward of each more than 50% of flows
induce accretion. For the BARDEX barrier, the nodal point is located around BLS40, a significant distance (5–7 m) landward of the barrier crest (Figure 1e). This distance corresponds to the location of the average overwash flow intrusion distance for all runs analysed here (6 m from the barrier crest; Figure 9). Average intrusion can be determined from equation 6, given the average depth over the crest, which can be measured or predicted by the computation of the overwash potential (\(OP\), equation 1 of section 3).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The paper provides the first measurements of hydrodynamic and morphological evolution of a gravel barrier during overwash at proto-type scale. The observed morphological evolution of the barrier reveals a net erosion of the beach and barrier crest, with sediments transported to the back-barrier region and deposited both in the sub-aerial and submerged part of the barrier lagoon margin. An event-by-event analysis of bed changes shows that the barrier top is part of an onshore transport path under intermittent and variable overwash flows that either erode/accrete sediments on their way to the steep backbarrier slope that is mostly accreting.

It is observed that from test Series E10A to E10C, the overwash frequency increases, maximum overwash depth increases (with approximately 50% of waves generating overwash flows), and depth curves become more symmetrical resembling propagating waves. Mean overwash velocities at the barrier crest were relatively high (around 3 m s\(^{-1}\)) as well as the total overwash discharge into the lagoon. Considering safety standards for coastal engineering structures, these
overwash volumes would imply that no pedestrians or vehicles would safely pass behind the barrier, even with relatively low wave energy simulated during BARDEX ($H_s = 0.8$ m).

According to data collected during this study, overwash flow across the barrier can be divided into 3 sections: at the crest (where overwash flow depth show a sudden decrease), barrier top (with a smaller reduction in overwash depth) and backbarrier steep slope (where the depth is relatively constant). This depth profile is different from water progression schemes used for overtopping and overwash modelling.

Two relations are obtained: one that relates peak overwash depth at the barrier crest to velocity at the crest (power fit model); and another that relates peak overwash depth to intrusion distance (linear fit model). It must be stressed that the relations identified in this study are empirical and developed based on laboratory conditions. Nevertheless, relations based on results from flume experiments have been proven to have valuable contributions for real situations, for example, the runup equation of Hunt (1959), and the coarse grained profile model detailed by Van der Meer (1988). Data from other experiments, and most importantly from fieldwork are essential to verify the range of applicability of these relations, perhaps augmented by numerical modelling. A lack of published data on the hydraulics of overwash over gravel barriers does not allow such an evaluation to be done within this study.

Results presented in this study provide a valuable insight of overwash on gravel barriers and a detail analysis of processes in an event-by-event scale. Results should be used with care since field and laboratory situations are different;
however, given the technical difficulty and hazard of undertaking fieldwork during overwash in gravel barriers, the obtained datasets are unique and useful to improve models of barrier overwash and breaching.
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Figure 1. (a) View of the barrier towards the lagoon; (b) View towards the paddle of barrier overtopping; (c) View towards the paddle of barrier overwash; (d) Sketch of the experiment cross-section within the Delta flume; (e) Barrier cross-shore profiles from Test Series, E10A to E10G. Crosses on top of the profiles represent the BLS location and number identification. Water level on the ‘sea’ side (paddle side, to the left) and ‘lagoon’ side are also represented in dash-lines.
Figure 2. Time-series of extracted overwash depth data recorded during Test Series E10A, E10B and E10C, with the peak depth of each overwash event marked with a circle.
Figure 3. (a) Time-series of the overwash depth over time (xx axis) and across the barrier (yy, lagoon is upwards) for three overwash events (12, 13 and 14, of Test Series E10B).
Figure 4. A comparison of velocity estimates using the continuity and leading edge techniques. The equality line is represented with a dashed-line.
Figure 5. (a) Overwash leading edge velocity at crest ($u_{\text{crest}}$) as a function of overwash depth at the crest ($h_c$) * gravitational acceleration $(g)$. The line of power fitting adjustment to data is represented with a dashed-line. (b) Overwash continuity velocity at crest ($u_{\text{crest}}$) as a function of overwash depth at the crest ($h_c$) * gravitational acceleration $(g)$. The line of power fitting adjustment to data is represented with a dashed-line.

Figure 6. Percentage of occurrence of overwash event discharge over the barrier crest for all events of Test Series E10A, E10B, and E10C.
Figure 7. (a) Barrier cross-shore profile from the crest to the lagoon, and mean peak overwash depth across the barrier, considering only overwash events from E10A, E10B and E10C that reached the barrier lagoon edge (BLS 44; 104 m from paddle). (b) Schematic representation of a sea dyke and the flow domains: 1 – toe of the dike; 2 – wave breaking zone of the seaward slope of the dike; 3 – seaward slope of the dike; 4 – dike crest; 5 – landward slope of the dike (from Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci, 2005).
Figure 8. Cross-shore barrier profile from Test Series E10A of BARDEX experiment compared to gravel barrier profiles from several sites: Miseners Long Beach, Nova Scotia, Canada (adapted from Taylor et al., 1997), Dunwich-Walberswick barrier system, Suffolk coast, U.K. (adapted from Pye and Blott, 2009), Rialto Beach, Washington, U.S.A. (adapted from McKay and Terich, 1992); Tacumshin barrier, southeast coast, Ireland (adapted from Orford et al., 1988). All profiles are represented at the same scale.
Figure 9. Overwash depth at the crest ($h_c$) as a function of overwash intrusion ($i$). A linear fit to the data is represented with a dashed-line. The fitting equation was obtained excluding data with intrusion $> 9.8$ m (distance between the barrier crest and the lagoon).
Figure 10. Total overwash flow volume per event across the barrier top and backbarrier, for all overwash events of Test Series E10B.
Figure 1. Overwash flow infiltration through the barrier as a function of peak overwash depth at the barrier crest ($h_c$).
Figure 12. (a) Cumulative bed level change after overwash events from the beginning of E10A until the end of E10C, at the barrier crest (BLS32), barrier top (BLS38) and backbarrier region (BLS42). (b) Percentage of occurrence of bed erosion (negative) and bed accretion (positive) for each overwash event of Test Series E10A, E10B, and E10C. (c) Bed level change versus overwash velocity for every overwash event at the barrier crest (BLS32), at the barrier top (BLS38) and backbarrier region (BLS42). (d) Percentage of occurrence of continuity velocity for all overwash events of Test Series E10A, E10B and E10C.